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1. What is provided to staff with responsibilities for contract
specifically about the of the Order? If relevant is not
provided, why this is the case,

2. What and are provided, in-house or through
training providers (eg Department of Finance and Administration, APS

Commission or private firms) in respect of the Order? Please provide a list of the
the identity of the training providers and the content of the that staff

in 2005. If training and are not provided,
why this is not the

3. Has the /agency revised its procurement guidelines to incorporate
the Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines that took from 1 January
2005, particularly with respect to the confidentiality contained in those

If so, when did this occur and can a copy be provided? If not, what is the
of the delay and when will the revision occur?

4. The ANAO for the last years have revealed a low level
of compliance with DOFA confidentiality (February
2003) for determining whether commercial information should be as

The ANAO's report on the Order (No. 11 2005-06,
2005) and to give higher priority with this

of the Order.

» What or will be to this problem,
priority and

• and are to the
and the to information

be

» What or is to test in this
If none is why not and is the the

and



5. What if any, has the or in
with the Order? What is the and of any

What or could be to

1. All in the AEC be to the AEC's Contracts and
Advisory Unit. The AEC*s in to
are very in to the of the Order.

Training has over the last 3
for all staff involved in

2. The AEC conducts an in-house national contracts and
year. There has been no specific training focusing on the Order

primarily responsibility for addressing the requirements is by a
National Contracts and Procurement Advisory Unit and the

for all to be to the Unit.

The AEC to a Order module in its
for the half of the 2005-06

3. The AEC has its'Policy and Procedures for Procurement to reflect the
new Commonwealth Procurement guidelines took effect 1 January 2005. The
revision took place in the first part of 2005. The specific treatment of confidentiality

the revised guidelines has been dealt with in the "Steps in Contracting"
document, which is an adjunct to the revised guidelines. A copy has provided to
the Committee Secretary. The AEC, through the Australian Government Solicitor has

revised its form contract and Request for Tender documents to reflect
the particularly in relation to confidentiality.

4. The AEC to focus on the Order in
its and and programs.

The of confidentiality in is by a Contracts and
Advisory Unit. There has no or

to in the AEC.

The and Advisory Unit is for applying
the to for in a are

and

5. The only problem may will be at contract negotiations the
provider may wish to confidentiality. Claims of this are

to the National Contracts and Procurement Advisory Unit for negotiation with the
contractor. It is generally the that when examined, and the four are
to claims, they be the Order
criteria.




